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When England is confronted with her youthful partners,
who have now come of age and have lost even their feelings of
deference towards her, she finds herself appealing to a most
incongruous set of loyalties. Economic interest, however, is
always there, and where the Dominions rely almost entirely on
England as a market for their export trade, they are bound to
her by an exceedingly solid tie. It is in England that New Zealand
finds 78.9 per cent of her overseas customers, South Africa
54.4 percent. Australia, on the other hand, with 40.7 per cent,
Canada with 35.4 per cent, are less exclusively tied down,
although these proportions are heavy. The British market gives
them all an ideal outlet for their raw materials. Canada and
Australia export their wheat; Australia and New Zealand their
meat; Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa their wool.
Except for Canada, which is steadily exporting more manu-
factured goods, the Dominions are all complementary to an
industrialized Great Britain, and this even applies to Canada in
so far as she, too, sells raw materials.
Another factor of economic dependence, no less important,
is that the Empire finds in the Mother Country its main source
of capital, for when the Dominion Governments wish to borrow
they naturally turn to London. Canada has been completely
absorbed in die American orbit, having now only 11 per cent
of her public debt placed in England, but the proportion for
Australia, on the other hand, is 48 per cent, for New Zealand
56 per cent, and for South Africa 61 per cent. Australia, though
practically in default in 1930, was still able to carry on financially
through the help of the City.
Let us not be misled by the solicitous attitude that England
often adopts in Imperial discussions. By habit now deeply
ingrained, she invariably gives way to her partners* demands
without seriously attempting to teach them the reality and the
extent of their responsibilities, though they badly need the
lesson. The result is that the Mother Country—if such we may
still call her—is apt to play the role of a reticent old partner who
is on the defensive, while the Dominions talk big, insinuate, and
dogmatize in a fashion that they themselves would never tolerate
for a moment.* '
Attitude of the Colonies to the British Empire Economic Block.
To strengthen some of the weak links in the chain that
binds England to her colonies, a conference was held at
* England's Crisis. Andre Siegfried. Tr. by H. H. Hemming and
Doris Hemming. Pp. 187-192.
[References to Ireland and India have been omitted.—Translator,]

